1. DET

No Image

CoF

Comstock - Medium

Targets

9 paper, 1 no-shoot, Total 9 targets

Firearm

Mini Rifle

Procedure

Starting position
Firearm ready
condition

18

Match-%

25.71%

Rifle option 1 at hip level facing downrange

Stop on

Last shot

Setup notes

Min rounds

Standing anywhere in stage

Audible signal

Safety angles

90 p

On start signal engage all targets as they become visible within the demarcated area. Red/white tape = walls
extending up/down to infinity. Yellow/black tape = Shooting allowed UNDER tape

Start on

Penalties

Points

As per current edition of rules
Left: Concrete blocks, right: 90deg when facing berm, vertical: top of berm, horizontal when reloading

4 miniskiver på høye stativ. 1 miniskive med no shoot på høyt stativ. 4 minisiver på lave stativ.
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2. ER

No Image

CoF

Comstock - Long

Targets

16 paper, 4 no-shoot, Total 16 targets

Firearm

Mini Rifle

Procedure

Starting position
Firearm ready
condition

32

Match-%

45.71%

Rifle option 1 at hip level facing downrange

Stop on

Last shot

Setup notes

Min rounds

Standing anywhere in stage

Audible signal

Safety angles

160 p

On start signal engage all targets as they become visible within the demarcated area. Red/white tape = walls
extending up/down to infinity. Tirethreads on ground = faultline.

Start on

Penalties

Points

As per current edition of rules
Left: Concrete blocks, right: 90deg when facing berm, vertical: top of berm, horizontal when reloading

4 miniskiver med no shoot på høye stativ. Pluss det vi får plass til.
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3. ALTFOR

No Image

CoF

Comstock - Short

Targets

5 paper, Total 5 targets

Firearm

Mini Rifle

Procedure

Starting position
Firearm ready
condition

10

Match-%

14.29%

Rifle option 3 at hip level facing downrange, action closed

Stop on

Last shot

Setup notes

Min rounds

Standing relaxed in BOX A facing downrange

Audible signal

Safety angles

50 p

On start signal engage all targets from BOX A. First magazine to be used on barrel. Stage 3 and 4 will be shot hot
range.

Start on

Penalties

Points

As per current edition of rules
Left/right: 90deg when facing berm, vertical: top of berm (logs), horizontal when reloading

Boks. Tønne. 2 høye stativ med vanlige skiver, 2 lave stativ med miniskiver, 1 medium stativ med miniskive.
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4. MØRKT!

No Image

CoF

Comstock - Short

Targets

5 paper, Total 5 targets

Firearm

Mini Rifle

Procedure

Starting position
Firearm ready
condition

10

Match-%

14.29%

Rifle option 1 at hip level facing downrange

Stop on

Last shot

Setup notes

Min rounds

Standing anywhere in stage

Audible signal

Safety angles

50 p

On start signal engage all targets as they become visible within the demarcated area. Red/white tape = walls
extending up/down to infinity. Tirethreads on ground = faultline. Yellow/black tape = Shooting allowed UNDER tape
Mandatory reload after engaging target array 1, before engaging target array 2. Stage 3 and 4 will be shot hot range.

Start on

Penalties

Points

As per current edition of rules
Left/right: 90deg when facing berm, vertical: top of berm (logs), horizontal when reloading

5 miniskiver på lave stativ.
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